Picture Professional of the Year: Larry Levin
Larry Levin was presented with ASPP’s “Picture Professional of the Year” Award at Picturehouse in New York City on
October 20, 2004.

The Can-Do Picture Man
by Cathy D-P Sachs
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annual high-profile black tie dinners. Kevin says, “Larry was
the steady voice of reason every year and gave me the confidence to make the bold moves to put WHNPA on the right
path.”
If you have been a member of ASPP for some time, you may
have picked up that there are also many other sides to Larry.
Periodically he would disappear to follow other pursuits and
volunteer assignments. I got a big kick out of his going to L.A.
in the fall of 2002 to be an intern on the set of The West Wing, and
more recently as a photographer on The Apprentice Season II.
And did you know that he has refereed the Northeast Conference Division I Women’s Basketball from 1997 to 2003; is a
member of the International Association of Approved Basketball Officials; and, refereed basketball at the 1991, 1999 and 2003
International Special Olympics World Games? Cool, eh?
Another fascinating side of Larry’s extracurricular activities
is the volunteer photography he does for the Best Buddies
organization. (Best Buddies is dedicated to enhancing the lives
of people with intellectual disabilities.) For more than 13 years,
whether photographing events in L.A., Cuba, Miami Beach, at
their fundraiser ball, or around the movement’s founder Anthony Shriver and the Shriver family, again, it is Larry’s helpful
nature and abundance of ideas that endear him to people. As
Mark Wylie, vice president of talent relations at Best Buddies,
told me: “Larry is so generous with his time and easy to work
with. He is part of the Best Buddies family, and it is not an event
if Larry is not there.”
Yes, I am a huge fan of Larry’s energy too. How many times
have I answered my phone to have him pour out yet more ideas
as to how we can improve the magazine, the website or membership benefits, until I have to cry “Stop!” Meanwhile he is
working hard to achieve that MFA from American University.
Hurry up and finish your dissertation (“Visual Honesty: Roy
Stryker and the Farm Security Administration Documentary
Photographs”), Larry, so you can follow your next star. This
honor given to you as ASPP’s Picture Professional of the Year
may not have the cachet of that piece of paper from American
University, but it comes with our greatest admiration and
thanks for all you have done for the photographic community.
Cheers!
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Cathy D-P Sachs is the executive director of the American Society
of Picture Professionals.
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